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Abstract

The main question to be asked is "Does Extreme Programming (XP) make sense as a development methodology in a diverse, multidisciplinary web development environment? This environment includes diverse, and perhaps, distributed teams requiring close coordination with multidisciplinary skills -- information architecture, visual design, XML, Java and others. The potential is to make the development process more responsive to users' needs and changing business requirements. This could have high impact on outcomes of the development process, decreasing cost, decreasing time to deployment, and increasing user satisfaction. The challenges are to adapt and reconcile the corporate and the agile culture processes and methodologies without seriously compromising either. We will discuss our experience from conception into implementation of XP through the first release that incorporates several iteration cycles. We will discuss the positive and negative forces and how they have or have not been resolved to date.

1 Introduction

Corporate software development teams, such as IBM’s own internal web development teams, have traditionally used heavyweight waterfall methodologies for developing most web-based applica-
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features of the growing application determined by the immediate needs prioritized in business-value order. The "customer" in effect steers the team toward the goal over the life of the project, and the developers realize the current features/needs on short iterative cycles. Every few weeks the customer has business value delivered by the project team. The cost of change in this scenario is exactly the cost of adding a new feature, making change manageable. The result is that it much easier to hit a target that could not easily be seen at the beginning of the project.

Extreme Programming (XP) is one example of such an agile methodology. It is a high discipline process in which a number of synergistic practices bring business value to the customer in short (two week) iterations with deployable software coming at a slightly slower (four to six weeks) rate. At any time, the business stakeholder has a good idea of the current state of the project and also the cost of continuing. Normally the cost per feature rises over the life of a project while the value per feature declines (build the high value things first). When the curves cross, it is time to quit. One important overriding feature of an XP project is that iteration and release schedules never slip, though some of the tasks may not be completed (feature slip). The consequence is everyone really knows both the value of the current "build" and the cost of continuing.

Others have investigated using XP or other agile methods as the official corporate software development methodology [11]. This paper discusses early experience of applying XP to a single, albeit significant, project in the ibm.com domain that has characteristics that may not make it particularly suited to their traditional (waterfall) development methodology. For this project it would be difficult to specify requirements and design choices well in advance, necessitating many questions back and forth. With the traditional methodology, the ensuing time lags would cause problems.

The main question to be asked is "Does XP make sense as a development methodology in the ibm.com environment?" This environment includes distributed teams and close coordination with information architects, visual designers and others. The potential is to make the development process more responsive to users' needs and changing business requirements. This could have high impact on outcomes of the development process, decreasing cost, decreasing time to market, and increasing user satisfaction.

The challenges are to adapt and reconcile the corporate and the agile culture processes and methodologies without seriously compromising either. These involve recognizing and understanding

- who the XP "Customer" really is
- test-first development is unnatural to several of the disciplines
- pairing with a limited staff and diverse staff-discipline sets
- XP assumes that all developers have more or less the same kind of skills, e.g., Java programming, but in a multidisciplinary team this is not the case
- the interface between the agile and the non-agile aspects of the project and the organization
- team members work on multiple projects which affects maintaining sustainable pace and scheduling
- different practices/culture for different parts of the team -- the 12 XP practices may not be natural or even valid for different sorts of practitioners
- distance, or more precisely lack of strong communication, is expensive

We will discuss our experience from conception into implementation of XP through the first release that incorporates several iteration cycles. We will discuss the positive and negative forces and how they were or were not resolved.

2 XP and Web Projects

Web development projects require the skills from such disciplines as information architects, visual designers, programmers (XML, HTML, Java), and user-centered design specialists. They each have their own established practices and bring different perspectives to the web project development. [12]

Will XP work in a culture where

- traditional development methodology is waterfall
- there are a large number of stakeholders in diverse organizational roles and responsibili-
ties (management distributed across independent authorities)
- diverse skills (information architects, visual designers, XML, HTML and Java programmers) require a multidisciplinary team with continuous synchronization and integration

This paper explores the early decisions about the introduction of XP into the ibm.com development environment and some of the early experience (successes and problems). We examine the interaction of organizational culture and agile development methodology, and to what extent organizational and methodology changes are necessary to successfully employ an agile web development process.

Traditionally this organization operates in a staged waterfall scheme in which information architects and strategy specialists work with real customers to develop a complete set of requirements for a project. This specification is refined through a process of showing alternatives to real users. This specification then goes to a team of visual designers who realize the designs of the information architects. At this point the requirements and external design work is finished, but it is only then that the programmers begin the task of implementing the functionality and actually creating web pages and the application structure. In the past, the programming team thought of the information architects and visual designers as their customer; but this is a long way from the real customer. It became obvious that a question from the programmers on the team about requirements would potentially take weeks to be answered, and a change in the real requirements of the real customers would only filter to the programming team after weeks of work. Therefore there was no way to be agile solely within the software developers’ domain. Instead, a decision was made to include everyone with essential skills in the development of the project in a "whole team" approach. This puts the team close to the real customer, but also implies that the skills of the team members are not interchangeable.

2.1 XP Practices
Kent Beck in his seminal work [1] specified 12 XP practices:
- The Planning Game
- Small releases and short iterations
- Metaphor
- Simple design
- Testing
- Refactoring
- Pair programming
- Collective ownership
- Continuous integration
- 40-hour week (sustainable pace)
- On-site customer
- Coding standards

In the next sections we will discuss which aspects of these practices were easily adopted and worked from the beginning, and which were more difficult to inculcate. We also incorporated some additional practices, e.g., daily stand-up meetings and retrospectives after each iteration cycle.

2.2 Introducing XP to a customer: a representative customer is willing
Stakeholder managers representing strategy and design, that we thought might be the “customer”, were given a short overview of XP from a customer perspective (XP in an Hour). As it turned out, only one of these stakeholder representatives (design) would be a "customer" for the XP project.

Each agreed to select a member of their group to be a potential onsite customer. These two customer representatives would attend the training sessions for the team. As it turned out, neither of these selected customer representatives became real customers on the XP team. More will be said about this later.

3 Training the development team: the developers are willing
The Webmaster development team wanted to try XP. They had read some of the XP literature [1, 2, 12] and believed that it might work well in their development environment. The team was primarily composed of two programmer skill groups -- XML/HTML and Java. The initial plan was to select an initial XP project that was not mission
critical and whose requirements and design specifications could not be completely determined in advance of development efforts.

Two of the authors (Bergin and Grossman) were brought in to train the team and to act as coaches for the initial XP project. The entire Webmaster development team (including the distance members) was assembled for two half days and one full day in between. This amounted to about 24 people including programmers, strategists, information architects, visual designers and user-centered specialists.

Note that this training session was held one month after the "XP in an Hour" presentation to the anticipated customer.

The training methodology used was the Extreme Construction Game [4]. This took the full day. The two half days were used for an introduction to XP (XP in an Hour) and two retrospectives [6]. The first retrospective was to look at the way web projects have been developed in the past by this group. They were asked to envision a composite project that was representative of all the projects that they had worked on. This was held prior to the Extreme Construction Game. As a result of this retrospective of prior project development projects, most of what was determined to be in need of improvement should be resolved using agile development practices. The second retrospective was held on the second half day following the day of the Extreme Construction Game, and was a review of the game and the XP process overall as they understood it.

After this training session, the team members went back to their normal project work. It would be two months before the actual project work would begin. During this two-month period, additional "XP in an Hour" sessions were held with various management personnel from the stakeholder divisions of the organization.

### 3.1 Extreme Construction Game

Once it was decided that the team included people with many diverse skills, it became necessary to initially train everyone in XP practices. Traditionally an XP team includes a few non-programmers, e.g., the customer, but this was an extreme case as programmers were actually in the minority. On the other hand, XP and its practices were originally considered to be directed at programmers. There are a number of available exercises that are used to train diverse groups quickly in XP practices. One of the most common is the Extreme Hour [8] in which people draw pictures at the direction of a "customer" who writes stories specifying requirements for the picture. While it is quick, it isn't very deep. Two of the authors of this paper have developed a more elaborate "game" [4] that takes about a day, including a retrospective, and includes most of the XP practices. Its important features are:

- it is accessible to anyone -- developers, customers, managers
- it gives a basic understanding of the agile XP practices and how they fit together
- it expects the participants will make many mistakes in following the rules (XP practices) that cause them problems in the game, providing grist for the important follow up retrospective.

The basic idea of Extreme Construction should be familiar to anyone who has been to kindergarten. The facilitators gather a large collection of simple construction materials, from paper and glue to modeling clay, sticks, scissors, and the like. Some of the participants are chosen to be "customers" and they come up with an idea for something to be built with the available materials. Teams of about 10 participants work with a customer. In our game session, one customer decided to specify a "playground" and the other a "castle" complete with dragon. The customers then write stories for features of their project. The rest of the team estimates the stories and computes a "velocity" as in XP. The customer then chooses important stories from those estimated up to the given velocity and the team then begins a short (20-30 minute) iteration. We enforced pairing and test-first development for the construction phase, and emphasized the importance of communication with the customer.

The facilitators watch what is going on and coach the process, but mostly prepare for a retrospective in which the team tries to discuss what should have happened, what did happen, and how the process could have been improved. The participants came away thinking that they had a good idea of XP, but in fact it was quite shallow and
needed much reinforcement. In particular, we have not yet determined a manner in which to reinforce the concept of test-first development in anything but a superficial way.

Many mistakes were made, of course, that caused the construction to be less efficient and effective than it could have been:

- assuming (wrongly) that the developers knew what the customer wanted rather than asking the onsite customer
- stories were not well written by the customer
- turning design into a big bottleneck up front.
- building infrastructure that wasn't needed as the project evolved
- pairing was abandoned when time was running out for an iteration
- estimates were (not very good) guesswork

An additional problem is that many of the people that we trained in this way were not part of the real project team, including both of the real customer representatives.

4 The composition of the XP team

As in any XP project, the team consists of developers, customer representative(s), tracker(s), coach(es) and manager (big boss). What makes our team different is that the developers and customers come from diverse and distinct organizational areas and with diverse non-overlapping and non-shared skill sets. This presents both a challenge and an opportunity.

The initial multidisciplinary team was composed of developers (information architect, visual designer, XML & Java programmers), trackers (project manager for webmaster programmers and project manager for the design group), coaches, and a customer entity.

4.1 Who are the XP developers in a web development project?

At the onset of discussions about doing an XP project, both the Webmaster and the XP trainer/coaches assumed that the XP developers would be the Webmaster programmers (XML/HTML and Java). However, after the training session, discussions with the original "customer" representatives in attendance revealed that this was probably not a valid assumption, at least not if we wanted to get the maximum benefit from an agile approach. The roles of these "customer" representatives were strategy and information architecture, and in the waterfall approach to project development, they did play the role of the customer. What became obvious was that these roles (or at least the information architect role) are actually part of the developer group and not the customer group since they play essential roles in the creation of delivered artefacts for the project. Thus it was necessary to push the role boundary between the developer and the customer back. The question was, how far. Throughout we have attempted to enforce the "whole team" concept in which everyone considers herself to be a "developer" who embraces the XP values: communication, simplicity, feedback, and courage.

4.2 Who is the XP customer?

Initially, it was assumed that the XP "customer" was to be the Webmaster's traditional customer, i.e., those who gave the specifications to the programmers. These typically were the information architects and the visual designers. However as stated previously, these roles were now incorporated as developers on the XP team. So then who is to play the XP customer role?

The obvious place to start was with those who would normally provide the specifications for web development projects. Initially managers from these groups (strategy, information architecture and visual design) were presented with an overview of the XP methodology focussing on the "customer" role. The "customer" is willing.

5 Thinking agile in a highly disciplined, structured and distributed culture

When a software development project is done utilizing an agile methodology such as XP, the agile thinking is focussed on getting the code written, tested and accepted by the customer -- pair programming, small releases, simple design, test first, refactoring, collective ownership, continuous integration. It is usually clear who the developers are and who the customer is. The agile practices fit nicely into the organization, which as
a result of doing an agile development has become agile. But note that for most agile projects, the primary development task is programming. Here this is not the case, with information architects, especially, taking a key creative role.

Now consider a scenario in which the developers come from different parts of the organization with diverse kinds of skills and different management reporting lines, and where the boundary between the XP developer and the XP customer is blurred because they come from the same group. In our web development environment, it is clear that the XML and Java programmers are developers. Their management reporting lines are clear and consistent with traditional software development organizations.

However, the multidisciplinary team also includes developers who are information architects and visual designers. They have a management reporting line separate and distinct from the programmers. Yet they work on the same customer stories with the programmers and participate in the estimation process and velocity determinations that drive the planning game. What's more they are still operating in a "waterfall-like" culture in which large amounts of information architecture and design are expected to take place before a set of XP stories can be written to develop what they have architected and designed. As Kent Beck says, "The biggest barrier to the success of an XP project is [business] culture [1]".

In the multidisciplinary "whole team" approach that we are following, when the customer writes a story, all the developers (information architects, visual designers, XML programmers and Java programmers) will consider it for customer questions, estimation and tasking.

6 The Project

Against standard wisdom of not picking a mission critical project as the first pilot XP project, we did, in fact, pick an important project. We did this because the business stakeholders and the Webmaster did not think that it would be possible to complete the project in the desired schedule using a traditional waterfall model.

Requirements are assumed to change. They submit regularly to user testing, and then make adaptations. This is done often. In the traditional mode they built prototypes (not fully functional). XP gives them the ability to do this and have a robust product reducing duplicate effort.

The project has a fixed delivery date and a strong sense of what high-level functionality and "design" must be in place in order to deploy.

7 The XP practices in the context of the culture

The project has been agile since its inception. There is more to XP then the practices. In fact, Kent Beck does not list them in his seminal work, Extreme Programming Explained [1], until the reader is into the last two-thirds of the text. While the focus of bringing XP into a project tends to stress the practices, they are really instantiations of the four values of XP – communication, simplicity, feedback and courage. Robinson and Sharp [10] talk about the XP culture and the significance of the XP practices, and present empirical evidence that the XP practices create and support a community in which the XP values are sustainable.

It is for that reason that we intended to introduce and use all twelve practices immediately. However, this did not actually occur. The following describes which practices fit into the existing culture well and were successfully used, and which are requiring more effort and adaptation.

It should be noted that the project is going very well. The customer is happy with the functionality that they are getting and the developers are happy with what they are able to deliver. This is happening in spite of the fact that the practices are not yet well installed into the culture, and some of the most important practices – pairing, test-first development, common code ownership, and continuous integration – have not been used very much in the early iterations. The coaches have explained to the team that this is not unusual. The power of the synergistic effect of using all the practices together is only going to become important as the project size and complexity begin to grow. XP has also allowed the project to progress further in a short time than previous methodologies would have allowed.

7.1 The practices that worked

We continuously reinforced the notion that while many of the practices might seem to have value as
a stand-alone method, the power of the XP approach is they are synergistic and are designed to work together. The acceptance and observance of the practices is an evolutionary process. What we describe here are some observations of what worked and why.

### 7.1.1 The Planning Game (story writing and prioritizing)

The Planning Game is an activity that develops and depends upon a sense of common purpose, responsibility and understanding. A large amount of discussion takes place among the "whole team", which includes the customer, and a lot of "what if"s are considered. In fact it is the only time when our entire team is together in one place. This is important because the customer is represented by two organizational entities that are working together to produce a single end product (web site), but have different areas of responsibility. Each customer entity contributes different stories and has their own story priorities. This has not been a problem, and the two customer entities work and coordinate very well.

The first planning game produced about 40 stories and took more than a full day. Subsequent sessions have been taking one half day or less. The project is using two-week iteration cycles and the customer has not had any difficulty in prioritizing and selecting stories for each iteration.

### 7.1.2 Small releases and short iterations

It was easy to convince everyone to use a two-week iteration cycle, and all have been pleased with the results. In one case, we tried a longer three-week iteration due to holiday considerations, and the results were not as satisfactory. This solidified the resolve to work in small bits. Unfortunately we were not initially able to convince the customer to think in terms of releases, and as a result they were unhappy at the end of an iteration when they didn't have any new business value. This pushed them back toward the proper path. The first release is usually an anomaly anyway, so not much has been lost. Most of the stories written are sized at around two ideal developer days, and this has made a good fit with a two-week iteration. A story larger than six ideal days won't fit into an iteration unless it is broken into tasks, and this forces the team to keep the work units small.

One special aspect of this project needs to be mentioned. The staged nature of the process has not disappeared completely. The information architects must do their work before the visual designers do their tasks, and both must complete before the programmers (XML and Java) can finish. We win in two ways here, however. We learned that usually each set of skills can begin before the one it depends upon completes, providing quite a lot of overlap. Second, the short iterations have kept this staging simple and quick, without requiring management, and yet able to respond quickly to changes.

### 7.1.3 Metaphor

Since the project is a redevelopment of an existing web site, everyone on the team understands the essence of the project. Additionally there are design mock-ups and prototypes produced by the strategy, design and site architecture groups, as well as preliminary feedback from various sets of users.

### 7.1.4 Simple design

If anything, this has been overdone. The rule "do the simplest thing that could possibly work" was overused a bit at the beginning. Eventually everyone learned that you do what you know you have to do and you do it well, not skimping on the essentials. So the developers are building a quality product without overbuilding it or anticipating the customer too much. There is a bit of disconnect between the customer who is used to simpler projects, and the team who knows what it requires to build a stable, scalable product, but this has been relatively minor. The team is building what is needed today, keeping flexible for changes that will occur tomorrow.

### 7.1.5 40-hour week (sustainable pace)

XP is not just about the quality of code, but it also about the quality of life. It is not just about working a 40-hour week; the goal is for each developer to work at a comfortable pace so that they can leave at the end of the day without feeling stressed and exhausted, and then be fresh when they return the next day. Each team member should be in control of setting their divide between work and home, and to be able to move between the two comfortably. This also gives business value to the business stakeholders since
the developers are able to do their best work at all times, making far fewer errors than when stressed and tired.

We have included this practice in our success column because the overall atmosphere in the XP room is calm and relaxed. There have been some instances where because of the initial shortage of developers, some found it necessary to shoulder more of the load than is normally expected in an XP project. But even in these cases, a sustainable pace was maintained. Once the team expanded, this was no longer an issue.

We now have a thermometer drawn on a white board that is kept up to date measuring the "temperature" of the iteration, i.e., the risk of non-completion of the current tasks. It has only gone high once. Everyone can see at a glance the current state. The daily stand-up meeting ends with resetting the thermometer.

It isn't always easy to ensure that people aren't overworked in this environment since everyone has some responsibility for other projects. The coaches are vigilant about this, and one of the programmers has expressed his thanks for providing him some space in which to do his best work by relieving outside pressures.

The sustainable pace was reinforced because of the high degree of communication among the team both in the Planning Game and during the development cycles. We see the beginning of a self-managing and self-organizing community with a clear acceptance of a sense of shared responsibility.

7.1.6 On-site customer

Even though the XP customer is representing several different stakeholder groups, there is one customer representative on the team who is always available on site. While this has been problematic in many XP projects, for our project this has worked extremely well. The customer quickly learned how to steer the project and how to write appropriate XP stories. Developers regularly approached the customer for answers to questions about a story. The customer also has not had any inhibitions about approaching the developer for information about status and to volunteer additional or clarifying information about a story.

7.1.7 Coding standards

This has not been formalized, but is about to be. Most of the team has worked closely in the past, though not in pairing. Styles are similar and people seem comfortable with the style used. As part of our push to increase pairing and test-first development, we are also trying to get a statement of the coding standard that everyone will agree to.

7.1.8 Additional practices not in the original twelve

Stand-up meetings

The stand-up is a short (15 minutes) daily meeting of the whole onsite team. This includes the programmers, tracker, coach, manager and customer. Missing are the design group members – information architects, visual designers and their customer representative. They are located at a different site, and their absence is offset by telephone conversations when necessary. While we believe that their presence on site would be beneficial, it has not yet been shown to be problematic.

During these meetings each team member shares experiences and issues. Everyone is kept up to date on the progress. Issues such as infrastructure, tools, XP practices are discussed as necessary. Protracted discussions are continued after the meeting with the appropriate parties as necessary. The stand-up meetings enhance the sense of community and help to further the XP culture development for the team.

Retrospective

As mentioned elsewhere, we did two "retrospectives" as part of the training process. One was to set a baseline against which this project could later be measured for success, and the other to solidify the Extreme Construction learning. We have also scheduled one day per iteration to use for the Planning Game and for iteration retrospectives. The half-day for retrospectives also provides a bit of schedule slippage, when necessary, in which case the retrospective is forgone for that iteration. This has been infrequently needed, and the frequent mini-retrospectives have been very valuable in pointing out the effects of not maintaining the practices when that has occurred. It has been a great way to reinforce learning. This has also been a time during which the XP values
have been embraced and reinforced – communication, feedback and courage.

**Pair coaching**

Since this is a first for the organization, two external coaches (among the authors) are part of the team. One or both are available nearly every day: both for Planning Game and retrospectives. We have fallen into a practice quite naturally that is much like pair programming. One of us will take the lead in coaching and will say most of what is needed at the time. The other watches the process, and thinks more strategically about what is occurring and makes comments as necessary. This combining of the micro and macro views of the situation is very valuable.

### 7.2 The practices with issues

As was previously stated, we intended to introduce and use all twelve practices immediately. However, this did not actually occur. The following describes which practices did not fit well into the existing culture or for which the culture was not ready without more effort and adaptation.

#### 7.2.1 Planning game (estimating, velocity)

While we have faithfully practiced the planning game, with help from the coaches, some aspects have been less than smoothly done. The team has had a hard time picking up the concept of "ideal time" for purposes of estimating, instead lapsing quite frequently to estimating in elapsed time. The customer has also done this. This is especially difficult here since most of the staff has responsibilities for several projects, and one person's typical day is quite different from another's. This is improving, but it has taken time and effort. We are also starting to decouple the idea of a story point and an ideal developer day, making it more abstract, which makes it easier to think about. This may sound backwards, but it is true as the team develops its skill.

There also has been difficulty in determining a velocity each period. The concept of "yesterday's weather," using the story points actually completed in the previous iteration as the basis of velocity in the next, has not worked well. Things have been too volatile. People coming and going, and stories vastly different in kind have hurt us here, but, again, it seems to be coming together after a few iterations.

It has also taken a while for the team to become comfortable with a velocity that is a small fraction of available time. They now recognize how much they do that is not associated with the task at hand, so this is improving also. However, the team initially did not have sufficient time available to estimate new stories as they were written, making the Planning Game sessions longer than they should have been. This too is improving, especially as the customer has been willing to say that getting estimates was more important than making progress in at least one situation. The team is developing a rhythm, also, which helps.

Another issue of concern is that the customer did not want to set release dates. They were content to view each iteration as a release. This was problematic because it permitted the customer to impose an XP-violating pressure on the developers to move at the customer's pace rather than the developer's pace. We have since convinced the customer as to the wisdom of thinking in terms of multiple iteration release cycles. This should improve the situation.

#### 7.2.2 Test-first development and acceptance testing

This has been the most difficult aspect and leaves us at some risk. We started the project with a team only partially trained (either that or never get started) and without all infrastructure in place. While the programmers have written unit tests, these are usually done after the fact. Until recently, however, there has been no platform on which to share the tests, so each programmer has a few tests that can't effectively be run by others. This is being addressed, and a solid testing architecture for unit tests is being established.

Similarly, we have had, and continue to have, problems in automating acceptance tests. This is partly due to the nature of the project, but also due to both unfamiliarity with the technique and a lack of appropriate testing infrastructure. A new fixture [3] for fitnesse/fit was developed by one of the coaches to aid in this.

Most important in this difficulty, however, is the lack of experience with test-first development and
some scepticism about it. The programmers are not yet convinced that testing speeds you up, rather than slows you down. We recently had a training session in which this was addressed, both intellectually, and with a hands-on demonstration. It remains in need of improvement.

### 7.2.3 Refactoring

The team has not yet done much refactoring since we are still in the early stages of development, and there hasn't been much need yet. On the other hand, the current lack of sufficient tests will make this especially difficult when it occurs, since the tests are not in place to tell you that you have broken something when you inevitably must refactor.

### 7.2.4 Pair programming

The developer team consists of members with different skills (information architects, visual designers, XML/HTML and Java programmers) and as such, they are not interchangeable. Initially there were two full-time XML/HTML programmers, one full-time Java programmer, two one-third-time Java programmers, two information architects and one visual designer. After the third two-week iteration, two more full-time Java programmers were added and one of the part-time Java programmers became available full time.

There was a strong desire to pair from the beginning. As an example of this, Govind Nishar, one of the Java programmers, read the following quotation from Homer's *Iliad* at one of the daily stand-up meetings. It was discussed briefly and everyone understood and appreciated its import.

> ...If some other man would go along with me there would be more comfort in it, and greater confidence. When two go together, one of them at least looks forward to see what is best; a man by himself, though he be careful, still has less mind in him than two, and his wits have less weight. Homer, The Iliad, Book Ten, lines 222-226

What has made pairing problematic has been the lack of bodies with which to pair. Even though there were three and a fraction programmers working, they had different skill sets and were working on different aspects of the development - XML, HTML pages and Java servlets. There was minimal pairing by the Java programmers when the part time programmers were available to pair with the full time programmer.

We have stressed the value and importance of pairing all along knowing that it would be difficult to do under the circumstances. Since the Java programmer resources were increased, pairing has increased to the extent that pairing has become less of an issue. In this organization, pairing is used to satisfy the code review process requirement. There is already a sense that this could prove to be a more effective and efficient review process than the traditional code walkthrough sessions.

### 7.2.5 Continuous integration

Since we started without a common infrastructure (everyone was working on their own local workstation), this has been a difficulty. A test server has now been established on which to maintain the integrated system, and the automated tests, but the continuing lack of tests hurts us here again. The customer sees and approves the completed individual stories, but it isn't until late in the iteration that he sees things working together. Everyone agrees that this needs work.

### 7.2.6 Collective ownership

This has not really been much of a difficulty, except that initially we had only one full-time Java programmer, so he became the "owner" of the code. He has no issues with collective ownership; it is just that he knows more about the code than anyone else. The pairing difficulties mentioned above have contributed to this, and as that improves, it is expected that collective code ownership will be successfully in place. In general, as with most of these issues, the developers are willing.

### 8 Management Support

Many large companies such as IBM, have invested heavily into highly disciplined, well documented software engineering practices that can be measured against the Software Engineering Institute’s Capability Maturity Model [9] or the even newer Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) [5]. These models offer much to comfort management, and also comfort customers in commercial engagements. Most of the agile software development practices, such as XP, are ori-
ented in a different direction. As a result, individuals who have bought into the philosophy of these models might be faced with a greater challenge to see the value of a methodology such as XP.

Even so, executive support has been good for piloting the methodology. Management in the IT organization and the business or customer organization are optimistic, and are hopeful that XP can help us become more agile in meeting the needs of the business.

Some of the nomenclature used in the XP world however can clash with the business world. For example, in XP, planning is done through something known as “the Planning Game”. While it is possible to sell corporate executives on the merits of XP, such as lower cost of change, improved schedule tracking, frequent deliverables, etc., nomenclature such as “the Planning Game” makes the sell harder. In our case, after observing some management wince when hearing the term in some early management briefings, we started simply referring to it as “the Planning Process”, which everyone seemed perfectly comfortable with. Terms such as “Game” trivialize the seriousness of the activity for those who only hear about it from the periphery, which can be a large number of people.

9 The future

There remain several challenges that need to be addressed before larger scale adoption of XP within large corporate environments will be possible.

9.1 Distributed Teams

In most large corporate environments the staff are geographically distributed, and are not likely to be in the same location as the customer, as is normally required for Extreme Programming. While there are clear advantages to having everyone together in one location from a convenience and social-dynamic perspective, that is not the reality that large corporations are faced with. They have skilled people in various locations spread across the globe because (i) there are business needs for the distributed population, (ii) in some cases, they can not find people with the skills required in the locations that they prefer, (iii) they have acquired people in other locations through mergers and acquisitions, and (iv) the only way to retain some of their top talent is to be flexible around certain work-life trade-offs, such as an employee who wants to follow a spouse to another location. Where outsourced application development services are used it is also unlikely that the development team and customer will be co-located. Lack of communication (not necessarily distance) is expensive in XP. While there has been some work done on distributed extreme programming [7] [13], effective methods for distributed pair programming, sharing XP user stories, dealing with off-site customers, trackers or coaches, or conducting daily stand-up meetings, or release planning meetings, are not widely understood or used.

9.2 Managing User Stories

Many people in the IT industry are not nearly as experienced or good at applying discipline to managing paper documents as they are electronic documents. Story cards are prone to being lost inside a reference book, taken offsite inadvertently, or ending up on the floor to be swept up by the cleaning folks. While there are some inherent advantages to using the cards, such as the limited amount of text that can fit onto the card, most of those advantages can be replicated in a spreadsheet based user story management application, and can in fact help in estimating velocity trends based on the story estimates, and facilitate the customer’s prioritizing stories for an iteration. This is also important for allowing distributed teams to better work together on the user stories. The challenge is not to let the “helpful tools” get in the way of agility.

9.3 IT Governance

Large organizations typically have strict governance models for internal IT projects that try to keep some control (mostly over budgets), but also other items such as synergy with certain IT strategies. The projects are typically driven through a series of executive decision check points where an executive body decides if a project should be funded through the next phase (concept, plan, qualify, deploy, etc.)

It is not completely clear how to integrate XP as a methodology into the current governance systems. This is a critical issue to solve in order to accommodate more pervasive adoption of XP in corporate environments. There likely will need to be adjustments on both sides to make this possible.
On the one hand XP tries to provide feedback to the business stakeholders, so in theory this management should be easy, but on the other hand, the consultative nature of executive decision-making often values process over agility.

10 Conclusion

At the beginning of this paper we asked the question: "Does Extreme Programming (XP) make sense as a development methodology in a diverse, multidisciplinary web development environment? We think that the answer is a qualified yes. We have discussed the issues of adopting all of the 12 XP practices from the beginning and the difficulties that developed in trying to do this.

Overall the culture changes necessary to adopt XP appear to be easier to effect than we had expected probably because there is a significant buy-in from the business stakeholders and the developers – they are willing. We are continuing to work hard at getting them ready.

One of the anomalies we are coping with is that while the team is not following all the practices, the methodology appears to be working, although exposing them to some risk. In some cases the team has been following modified practices. The full set of practices is necessary when building a community with an agile culture.
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